Guided Pathways Steering Committee Notes
Meeting Date: December 3
Meeting Time: 2:30pm-4:30pm
Location: Building 2, Room 10

Topic
1. Report outs

2. Program Mapper Timeline Update

Discussion/Outcomes
2:30-2:35: Note taker Carol Rhodes
2:35-2:45: Report outs Margie. Much discussion about how to implement components of
GP.how will structure ensure that each Interest Area gets same info, planning with regards to
each of the subteam topics.
David. Request for one-pager overview as to what GP is, how it is structured. Part of engaging
all of campus. Refer to web page: doesn’t say much. Confusion on part of others about what
GP committee is doing, what is its role? Should this be part of Jan Flex Day? Or in March?
2:45-3:00: Program mapper timeline update - Maureen. Focus is on AD-T degrees for FT
students. Using IGETSC to keep it broadly applicable. About 2/3 of degree maps have been
vetted by faculty and counselors. After uploading into Concentric Sky, must be rechecked for
accuracy. The last 1/3 of degrees have not been drafted yet. Using the Catalog for
requirements, create drafts of program maps. Get them uploaded into ConSky and have
faculty, counselors check these maps within ConSky. Most of these are local degrees with GE
requirements. Brings up questions about stackability of degrees, letting students earn one and
then additional classes to earn more degrees. Not really designed that way now, such that
students are not motivated to earn local degree before transferring.
Example of accounting degree.
Note that ConSky maps will not go live for students until we grant permission. The 30 “public”
pages have already been vetted by faculty and counselors; these are still not accessible by
students. Target: March Flex Day for opening of maps to students.
Mapping upload party: Tuesday, Dec 10, 12-2pm.
Also, need to create descriptions of each interest area. First job of each IA team will be to
create these descriptions. Suggested format of Bakersfield descriptions, which include career
options along with fields of study. Will serve as home page on ConSky.
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Karen: program compatibility analysis. Pointed out that some degrees have too many units for
2-year program. Are these degrees not being earned because of the extra units that students
do not want to take? These are mostly local degrees, not the transfer degrees.
Mary: If the goal is to award as many degrees as possible, we should be promoting AD-Ts?
Maureen: example of PE requirement for AA and not AD-Ts.
Broad discussion about AD-Ts vs local degree requirements; complexity of maps as a result of
differing requirements.
Manuel: next 2 milestones: program mapper and structure, personnel of success teams.
3. Structure of GP Steering Committee Part
Four

3:00-3:45: Steering Committee membership- Spring 2020
•

•

•

•
•
•

New work group leads based on “Interest Area” focus. Schedule optimization, membership,
structure of teams, functioning across teams.
Maureen: suggested creating structure without naming personnel to positions. Then assign
people later. Marisol – structure is already created and approved by IPC, SSPC. And this group.
4 IA (Interest Area) with each of strategic priorities imbedded into each IA. Margie: The role of
these positions within each IA has not been defined. Will need shared docs that report each
group’s work, to avoid silos and loss of continuity from priority teams to IA teams. Template to
document activity of each team. David: confusion when graphic of teams was presented to
others. Manuel “braided effort” needed to ensure campus pulls together.
Karen – suggested per IA team: counselor, RS, fin aid, academic support. Each IA also has
someone from each subteam. Regroup for “same role” meetings periodically. Would mean
large IA teams. Maureen: better use of time would be steering comm members focus on
coordinating with other groups on campus. Ex. CRM continues to meet regularly to keep all IA
teams on same page. So, some people meet across IA teams and roles.
Send more suggestions to canvpss@smccd.edu on how teams could be structured.
Manuel: next phase of GP planning. Manuel will draft and circulate that to Steering Comm by
Dec 13th for feedback. Will then be discussed at Jan 14th meeting.
Program mapper, schedule optimization, success teams – primary goals for next term.

3:45-4:30: Structure of GP Steering Committee Part Four: Discussion and Interactive Activity
on identifying priority areas for each “Interest Area” workgroup
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•

Upcoming Meetings:
Tues Jan 14th.Bldg. 8-Rm. 119
12:00-4:30pm

Determine which components of the strategic priority areas will be highly prioritized
within our new GP structure and identify focus and timeline for each “Interest Area”
workgroup for Spring ’20

Longer meeting. Leads meet with CoChairs, VP to draft a plan: pose questions to consider,
what is the goal, how to get there.
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